Background {#section6-2050312116668933}
==========

In western countries, the prevalence of chronic pain is approximately 20%.^[@bibr1-2050312116668933],[@bibr2-2050312116668933]^ Chronic pain entails major consequences such as physical and psychological disability, decreased quality of life, and a significant socioeconomic burden for society.^[@bibr1-2050312116668933][@bibr2-2050312116668933]--[@bibr3-2050312116668933]^ Chronic neck and shoulder pain share similar characteristics and consequences as other chronic pain conditions, for example, low back pain and fibromyalgia syndrome. In the general population, the 1-year prevalence of neck pain is approximately 25%.^[@bibr3-2050312116668933],[@bibr4-2050312116668933]^

In the complex chronic pain, neurobiological factors interact with psychological and social factors.^[@bibr2-2050312116668933],[@bibr5-2050312116668933],[@bibr6-2050312116668933]^ Several psychological factors have been linked to the perception of and adjustment to chronic pain. That is, psychological factors are both included in pain perception and give rise to secondary effects that may adversely affect pain perception. Hence, *anxiety and depression* are negative emotions that may interfere with pain symptoms and increase the severity and complexity of the pain condition.^[@bibr7-2050312116668933][@bibr8-2050312116668933][@bibr9-2050312116668933]--[@bibr10-2050312116668933]^ *Catastrophizing* related to pain is defined as the mental set during a present or anticipated pain experience that magnifies the severity and impact of the pain. Pain catastrophizing is related to increased pain and disability.^[@bibr8-2050312116668933],[@bibr11-2050312116668933]^ In addition, pain catastrophizing is a central part of the fear-avoidance theory.^[@bibr12-2050312116668933][@bibr13-2050312116668933]--[@bibr14-2050312116668933]^ *Fear avoidance* is defined as pain-related fear and anxiety that leads to avoidance of activities, expectations about increased pain, and more self-reported disability.^[@bibr12-2050312116668933][@bibr13-2050312116668933]--[@bibr14-2050312116668933]^ Self-efficacy is defined as an individual's own beliefs about the ability to perform tasks and activities, even in the presence of difficulties and adversities.^[@bibr15-2050312116668933]^ *General self-efficacy* refers to an overall perception of a personal ability to effectively handle a broad range of stressful situations,^[@bibr16-2050312116668933]^ whereas *pain self-efficacy* is a domain-specific self-efficacy related to performing activities and tasks despite pain.^[@bibr17-2050312116668933]^ The ability to perform desired activities in the presence of pain has also been linked with the concept of acceptance. *Acceptance* is about not struggling with eliminating pain, but about performing activities that are in line with one's own goals of daily life. Thus, the purpose of the individuals' actions is not to decrease pain but to perform activities they value.^[@bibr18-2050312116668933],[@bibr19-2050312116668933]^

Physical exercise has in several systematic reviews been found to be beneficial for chronic neck pain.^[@bibr20-2050312116668933][@bibr21-2050312116668933][@bibr22-2050312116668933]--[@bibr23-2050312116668933]^ However, physical exercise as treatment requires the performance of planned actions in the presence of pain, which links psychological and behavioural factors to the physical exercise treatment. This link is likely to be crucial for the outcome of physical exercise used as treatment.^[@bibr24-2050312116668933]^ Although the optimal dose of exercise is not found yet,^[@bibr23-2050312116668933]^ a clear dose--response relationship between amount of exercise and a decrease in pain intensity has been reported,^[@bibr25-2050312116668933]^ which points at the importance of adherence to prescribed dose of physical exercise. Adherence to prescribed exercise is an essential behavioural factor^[@bibr26-2050312116668933],[@bibr27-2050312116668933]^ related to personal aspects such as having the time for exercise and socioeconomic factors.^[@bibr28-2050312116668933],[@bibr29-2050312116668933]^ In addition, the special characteristics of the physical exercise intervention matters are supervised exercise and self-management techniques.^[@bibr26-2050312116668933],[@bibr30-2050312116668933]^ However, little is known about how psychological factors influence the effects of and adherence to prescribed exercise in chronic pain patients.^[@bibr26-2050312116668933]^

A highly effective management of chronic pain is still not available. The results of the currently best possible chronic pain treatments, such as pharmacological treatment,^[@bibr31-2050312116668933],[@bibr32-2050312116668933]^ multimodal rehabilitation,^[@bibr33-2050312116668933]^ physical exercise,^[@bibr20-2050312116668933],[@bibr34-2050312116668933],[@bibr35-2050312116668933]^ and psychological treatment (primarily cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)),^[@bibr24-2050312116668933],[@bibr36-2050312116668933]^ have in general been weak to moderate. Thus, optimizing treatment strategies for an effective management of chronic pain are needed. In this respect, more conclusive knowledge on the impact of psychological factors on the outcome of and adherence to physical exercise interventions in chronic pain patients is desirable.

The hypotheses of this study were as follows: (1) There are associations between psychological factors and the effects of an exercise intervention on pain intensity and disability in women with chronic neck and shoulder pain. (2) There are differences in psychological factors that have an impact on adherence to exercise as treatment between (a) subjects who remained in, and those subjects who discontinued the trial before end of the intervention and (b) subjects who adhered to recommended physical exercise, and those subjects who did not.

Objectives {#section7-2050312116668933}
----------

This study has two objectives: (1) to examine associations between psychological variables and the effects on pain intensity and function after 4--6 months and after 1 year of a physical exercise intervention in women with chronic neck and shoulder pain and (2) to examine pain intensity, disability, and psychological variables at baseline (BL) between (a) the subjects who remained in and those who discontinued the trial and (b) between the subjects who adhered to recommended physical exercise intervention and those who did not.

Methods {#section8-2050312116668933}
=======

Study design and setting {#section9-2050312116668933}
------------------------

This study is an exploratory sub-analysis of data which was collected within a clinical trial that evaluated two different home-based exercise programmes, performed by two groups of subjects.^[@bibr37-2050312116668933]^ That clinical trial focused on pain and function, was registered in [ClinicalTrials.gov](http://ClinicalTrials.gov) Id: NCT01876680, and has been published earlier.^[@bibr37-2050312116668933]^ The study was performed at the Pain and Rehabilitation Centre at Linköping University Hospital in Östergötland County, Sweden. The study protocol was approved by the regional ethical committee of Linkoping University, diary number M10-80.

Participants {#section10-2050312116668933}
------------

A total of 57 women from the general population were recruited via advertisements in local newspapers, during a time period of 6 months. Inclusion criteria were being female, aged 20--60 years, and constantly or frequently occurring pain in the neck and shoulder muscles for more than 6 months. In addition, the participants had to exhibit clinically verified symptoms of muscular fatigue or stiffness in the neck, pain spreading from the neck to the back of the head, tightness of neck and shoulder muscles, or tender spots in the muscles^[@bibr38-2050312116668933]^ with a pain intensity of at least 3 on a Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) ranging from 0 to 10^[@bibr39-2050312116668933]^ and/or a decrease in neck function scored as at least a mild degree measured by a questionnaire that addressed function limitations due to neck pain.^[@bibr40-2050312116668933],[@bibr41-2050312116668933]^ Exclusion criteria were widespread pain, major trauma in medical history, clinical signs of cervical radiculopathy, pregnancy, inflammatory and hormonal disorders, neurological causes of the pain, and tendonitis in upper extremities. Thus, women with non-specific neck and shoulder muscle pain, without clinical signs of cervical radiculopathy, tendinitis, or pain due to trauma, were included. After answering the advertisement via telephone or e-mail, interested participants were telephoned to initially check the inclusion and exclusion criteria and to be informed about the trial. Next, eligible participants were sent questionnaires via mail about history of pain, present pain, and function due to the neck pain. Finally, a standardized clinical examination was performed of the neck and upper extremities.^[@bibr42-2050312116668933]^ A flowchart of the inclusion process and details about questionnaires used has been presented previously.^[@bibr37-2050312116668933]^ All subjects signed informed consent before entering the trial.

Intervention {#section11-2050312116668933}
------------

The physical exercise intervention has previously been described in detail.^[@bibr37-2050312116668933]^ In brief, the subjects were initially allocated to two home-based exercise groups for the training of neck and shoulders: one focused on strength and one focused on stretching exercises. The strength training was performed with dumbbells for the upper extremities. For the first 8 weeks of the intervention, the dose of exercise was 2 kg, and three sets of 20 repetitions each. During the remaining intervention period, the dose was an individualized weight adjusted to allow a maximum of 10 repetitions, three sets during 3 weeks, altering with 1 week on the initial dose of exercise. The dose of leg and core muscle training was 20 repetitions, three sets across the whole intervention period. The dose of the stretching exercises was holding each position during 30 s, two repetitions. See [Figure 1](#fig1-2050312116668933){ref-type="fig"} for more information. Both groups were expected to perform the exercises at home, three times a week. In addition, both groups were encouraged to perform an optional aerobic activity three times a week and all participants tracked their performed physical exercise in an exercise diary. All participants also received regular support from a physiotherapist about the physical exercise via e-mail and phone every 4--8 weeks, more frequently at the beginning of the trial. The length of the intervention was 1 year with follow-up measurements after 4--6 months. However, at the end of the intervention period, no differences were found in pain intensity and function between the two intervention groups, and not either in numbers of completers and non-completers.^[@bibr37-2050312116668933]^ Thus, the two intervention groups were merged in the present analysis. There was no control group, that is, a group with neck and shoulder pain without intervention in this trial.

![The exercise intervention consisted of home-based exercise, three times a week, during 1 year. Focus was on either strength training or stretching exercises. The strengthening exercises addressed neck flexion muscles, muscles in the upper extremities (the trapezius, deltoids, rhomboids, pectoralis, latissimus, and biceps), core muscles (back and abdominals), and the leg muscles (the hamstrings, quadriceps, and gluteal muscles). The stretching exercises addressed muscles in the neck, shoulders, and upper extremities (the trapezius, neck extensors, neck flexors, pectoralis, triceps, rhomboids, wrist extensors, and wrist flexors).](10.1177_2050312116668933-fig1){#fig1-2050312116668933}

Subgroups {#section12-2050312116668933}
---------

In this study, two subgroups were defined: (1) subjects who discontinued their participation in the trial were classified as drop-outs (these subjects stated explicitly that they, for various reasons, did not want to continue in the trial) and (2) the subjects who remained in the trial were classified as completers or non-completers depending on their adherence to the physical exercise intervention. Based on earlier studies on dose--response results,^[@bibr25-2050312116668933],[@bibr43-2050312116668933]^ a completer was defined as a participant who performed the physical exercise at least 1.5 times a week for eight continuous weeks just before outcome measurements.

Outcomes {#section13-2050312116668933}
--------

Outcome measurements were conducted using valid and reliable self-rating scales at BL, at follow-up after 4--6 months of physical exercise (FU~4--6~), and at the end of the trial after 1 year of physical exercise (END~12~).

*Pain intensity* was measured with a written 11 grade NRS^[@bibr39-2050312116668933]^ (0--10). Zero indicated no pain at all, and 10 indicated worst pain possible.

*Disability* was measured with the Swedish version of the Neck Disability Index (NDI),^[@bibr40-2050312116668933],[@bibr41-2050312116668933]^ which examines the disability due to neck pain. This index consists of 10 items reflecting daily life activities that can be affected by neck pain. The scores range from 0 (no limitations) to 5 (major limitations). The scores are added to create a total sum reflecting the degree of disability: 0--4 = none; 5--14 = mild; 15--24 = moderate; 25--34 = severe; and over 34 = complete.^[@bibr41-2050312116668933]^ For the NDI, a Cronbach's alpha ranging between 0.74 and 0.93 has been reported.^[@bibr41-2050312116668933]^ Internal consistency for the NDI in this study was considered and Cronbach's alpha was calculated for BL, FU~4--6~, and END~12~, as 0.78, 0.83, and 0.76, respectively.

*Anxiety and depression* symptoms were measured using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS).^[@bibr44-2050312116668933],[@bibr45-2050312116668933]^ This scale consists of 14 items covering two subscales, one for anxiety and one for depression. The HADS detects anxiety and depressive symptoms in a general medical setting. A higher score represents a higher symptom severity. The HADS makes use of two cut-off scores for each subscale; 8 or more indicates the possible existence of a disorder and 11 or more indicates the probable existence of a disorder.^[@bibr46-2050312116668933]^ Theoretical range for each subscale is 0--21. In this study, the two subscales are used separately in the analyses. Cronbach's alpha has in a review been reported as 0.83 (mean) for HADS-anxiety and 0.82 (mean) for HADS-depression.^[@bibr44-2050312116668933]^ Internal consistency for the two subscales for anxiety and depression in this study was considered and Cronbach's alpha was calculated for anxiety measured at BL, FU~4--6~, and END~12~, as 0.77, 0.82, and 0.72, respectively, and for depression measured at BL, FU~4--6~, and END~12~, as 0.62, 0.80, and 0.81, respectively.

*Pain catastrophizing* was measured using the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS).^[@bibr47-2050312116668933],[@bibr48-2050312116668933]^ This scale is widely used and assesses catastrophizing in clinical and non-clinical settings. The scale consists of 13 items, including three aspects of catastrophizing -- rumination, magnification, and helplessness. Each score is rated from 0 (not at all) to 4 (all the time). The possible range is 0--52 point, with lower scores indicating less catastrophizing. The total score is used in the analyses in this study. Cronbach's alpha in an outpatient pain setting has earlier been reported to be 0.92 for the total scale.^[@bibr47-2050312116668933]^ Internal consistency for the PCS in this study was considered and Cronbach's alpha was calculated for the total score at BL, FU~4--6~, and END~12~, as 0.85, 0.91, and 0.91, respectively.

*Fear-avoidance beliefs* were measured using the Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire (FABQ).^[@bibr49-2050312116668933]^ The FABQ assesses fear-avoidance beliefs about the pain related to two subscales -- physical activity and work. The questionnaire consists of in total 16 items about physical activity and work that may cause pain. Each item is scored from 0 (not agree at all) to 6 (completely agree). Total score can range between 0 and 66, with lower scores representing lower levels of fear avoidance. Cronbach's alpha can be considered moderate to high, for example, 0.88 for FABQ -- work, and 0.77 for FABQ -- physical activity.^[@bibr49-2050312116668933],[@bibr50-2050312116668933]^ The total score is used in the analyses in this study. Internal consistency for the FABQ in this study was considered and Cronbach's alpha was calculated for the total score at BL, FU~4--6~, and END~12~, as 0.85, 0.87, and 0.83, respectively.

*General self-efficacy* was measured using the General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSES).^[@bibr16-2050312116668933],[@bibr51-2050312116668933]^ The GSES assesses people's beliefs in their own ability to handle novel or difficult situations in general and to cope with adversities. The scale consists of 10 items, each item is scored from 1 (not at all true) to 4 (exactly true), range 10--40, with higher scores showing more self-efficacy. Cronbach's alpha 0.92 has recently been reported for the Swedish version.^[@bibr52-2050312116668933]^ Internal consistency for the GSES in this study was considered and Cronbach's alpha was calculated for at BL, FU~4--6~, and END~12~, as 0.46, 0.91, and 0.93, respectively.

*Pain self-efficacy* was measured using the Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (PSEQ).^[@bibr17-2050312116668933]^ The PSEQ assesses people's confidence in performing a particular behaviour irrespective of their pain. The questionnaire consists of 10 items that reflect a wide variety of tasks that can be affected by pain. Each item is scored from 0 (not at all confident) to 6 (completely confident) and the total score ranges between 0 and 60, with higher score showing more pain self-efficacy. Cronbach's alpha has earlier been calculated as 0.92.^[@bibr17-2050312116668933]^ A translation of the English version of the PSEQ, from English to Swedish and back again, was performed by authorized translators on account of this study. Internal consistency for the PSEQ in this study was considered and Cronbach's alpha was calculated at BL, FU~4--6~, and END~12~, as 0.92, 0.93, and 0.94, respectively.

*Pain acceptance* was measured using the Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire (CPAQ).^[@bibr53-2050312116668933][@bibr54-2050312116668933]--[@bibr55-2050312116668933]^ The CPAQ assesses acceptance of chronic pain focusing on behavioural aspects of acceptance. The questionnaire consists of two subscales -- pain willingness and engagement in activities. The CPAQ includes 20 items, each scored from 0 (never true) to 6 (always true). Possible range is 0--120, with higher scores indicating more pain acceptance. The total score is used in the analyses in this study. Cronbach's alpha has been reported for the Swedish version as 0.91 for the total score.^[@bibr53-2050312116668933]^ Internal consistency for the CPAQ in this study was considered and Cronbach's alpha was calculated for the total score at BL, FU~4--6~, and END~12~, as 0.81, 0.85, and 0.86, respectively.

Statistics {#section14-2050312116668933}
----------

We analysed descriptive data, differences between different time points and between the subgroups, correlations, and linear regressions using the statistical package IBM SPSS Statistics (version 22.0; IBM Corporation, New York, USA). When the data were ordinal and not normally distributed, non-parametric analyses were chosen and descriptive data are presented with median values and interquartile ranges (25th--75th percentiles). Differences between different time points were analysed using Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Spearman's rho correlation analysis was used to examine the covariation between the psychological variables and pain intensity and function. Linear regression analyses were used to examine psychological influences on function. Differences in the subgroups were analysed using Mann--Whitney U test. For all statistical analyses, a probability of \<0.05 (two-tailed) was set as criteria for statistical significance. Missing data in the questionnaires were not replaced with any value, so subjects with missing data are not included in the statistical analyses.

Multivariate data analysis {#section15-2050312116668933}
--------------------------

Multiple linear regression assumes that the regressor (X) variables are independent (i.e. multi-collinearity is not present). It was obvious that several variables were correlated in this study. To handle this correlation, *partial least squares regression* (PLSR) was employed using SIMCA-P+ for the multivariate regression analyses.^[@bibr56-2050312116668933]^ Changes in disability were regressed at FU and at END using the BL variables under investigation. The importance of the variables is measured as a variable influence on projection (VIP) value. This value indicates the relevance of each X variable pooled over all dimensions and Y variables -- the group of variables that best explains Y. VIP 1.0 was considered significant. Coefficients (partial least squared scaled and centred regression coefficients) were used to note the direction of the relationship (positive or negative). If necessary, the variables were transformed. R^2^ describes the *goodness of fit* -- the fraction of sum of squares of all the variables explained by a principal component.^[@bibr57-2050312116668933]^ Q^2^ describes the *goodness of prediction* -- the fraction of the total variation of the variables that can be predicted by a principal component using cross-validation methods.

Prior to PLSR, *principal components analysis* (PCA) was applied. PCA extracts and displays systematic variation in a data matrix. Variables loading on the same component are correlated and variables with high loadings but with different signs are negatively correlated. Significant variables with high loadings (positive or negative) are more important for the component under consideration than variables with lower absolute loadings.^[@bibr57-2050312116668933]^ The obtained components are per definition not correlated and are arranged in decreasing order with respect to explained variation. The purpose of applying PCA in this study was to identify multivariate outliers using the two powerful methods available in SIMCA-P+: (1) score plots in combination with Hotelling's T^2^ (identifies strong outliers) and (2) distance to model in X-space (identifies moderate outliers). No multivariate outliers were identified in this study.

Results {#section16-2050312116668933}
=======

Descriptive data {#section17-2050312116668933}
----------------

The median age of the 57 subjects was 43 years (standard deviation (SD): 8.5 years). They had experienced pain for a median of 8.5 years (25th--75th percentiles; 5--14 years). Of these 57 subjects, 45 remained in the trial until the FU~4--6~ and 41 remained until the END~12~. At FU~4--6~, 37 subjects were defined as completers and 8 as non-completers. At END~12~, 22 subjects were defined as completers and 19 as non-completers.

### Pain intensity, function, and psychological variables at BL, FU4--6, and at the END12 {#section18-2050312116668933}

Pain intensity ratings in the neck and shoulders decreased significantly between BL and END~12~ ([Table 1](#table1-2050312116668933){ref-type="table"}). Disability decreased significantly between BL and FU~4--6~ as well as between BL and END~12~. General self-efficacy, pain self-efficacy, and pain acceptance increased significantly and fear avoidance decreased significantly between BL and FU~4--6~ as well as between BL and END~12~. Furthermore, anxiety symptoms, depression symptoms, and pain catastrophizing decreased significantly between BL and END~12~. In fact, all variables showed improvements at END~12~ ([Table 1](#table1-2050312116668933){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Descriptive data for the pain intensity ratings, disability scores, and psychological factors at baseline (BL), follow-up after 4--6 months (FU~4--6~), and end of the trial after 1 year (END~12~).

![](10.1177_2050312116668933-table1)

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                          BL values\                           FU~4--6~ values\                     p value (BL--FU~4--6~)                                          Changes BL--FU~4--6~\                END~12~ values\                      p value (BL--END~12~)                                           Changes BL--END~12~\
                          Median (25th, 75th percentiles), n   Median (25th, 75th percentiles), n                                                                   Median (25th, 75th percentiles), n   Median (25th, 75th percentiles), n                                                                   Median (25th, 75th percentiles), n
  ----------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
  Pain in the neck        5 (4, 7), 56                         5 (2, 7), 44                         0.13                                                            1 (−1, 2), 43                        3 (2, 7), 39                         0.003[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     2 (0, 4), 38

  Pain in the shoulders   4 (3, 6), 56                         4 (0, 7), 44                         0.15                                                            1 (−1, 3), 43                        3 (0, 6), 39                         0.016[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     1 (0, 2), 38

  Disability              13 (10, 18), 55                      11 (7, 15), 43                       0.021[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     2 (−1, 4), 42                        10 (4, 12), 37                       \<0.001[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   4 (1, 9), 36

  Anxiety                 5 (3, 8), 55                         5 (3, 9), 44                         0.85                                                            0 (−1, 2), 42                        4 (2, 6), 38                         0.027[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     2 (−1, 3), 36

  Depression              4 (1, 6), 56                         3 (1, 7), 45                         0.21                                                            0 (−1, 2), 44                        2 (1, 5), 39                         0.007[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     1 (−1, 2), 38

  Pain catastrophizing    12 (7, 20), 54                       8 (6, 16), 45                        0.16                                                            0 (−2, 5), 42                        11 (5, 17), 39                       0.014[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     3 (−2, 6), 36

  Fear avoidance          21 (15, 28), 56                      15 (8, 26), 42                       0.010[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     2 (−1, 10), 42                       13 (8, 21), 37                       \<0.001[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   4 (0, 10), 36

  General self-efficacy   31 (28, 33), 55                      31 (29, 35), 45                      0.022[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     1 (−1, 4), 43                        33 (28, 36), 38                      0.009[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     2 (−1, 5), 36

  Pain self-efficacy      49 (42, 55) 56                       51 (47, 58), 44                      0.005[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     3 (0, 6), 43                         53 (46, 59), 38                      0.011[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     4 (−1, 8), 37

  Pain acceptance         77 (67, 87), 52                      85 (77, 94), 43                      \<0.001[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   7 (3, 16), 39                        88 (76, 97), 39                      0.001[\*](#table-fn2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     9 (−1, 23), 35
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Statistically significant differences between BL and FU~4--6~, and BL and END~12~ were analysed with Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Statistical change. The median change for pain intensity ratings, disability scores, and psychological factors at FU~4--6~ and END~12~ are also shown. Positive values in the changes columns imply improvement.

After descriptive data, the following results are analysed and presented as follows: correlation analyses for the whole group (psychological variables and pain intensity and disability), regression analyses for the whole group (i.e. multivariable, bivariate linear regression analyses -- psychological variables and disability -- and multivariate regression analyses), and differences within the two subgroups.

Correlation analyses {#section19-2050312116668933}
--------------------

### Associations of psychological variables at BL with pain and disability and their changes {#section20-2050312116668933}

Pain acceptance at BL was negatively correlated with pain intensity in the neck at BL ([Table 2](#table2-2050312116668933){ref-type="table"}). Fear-avoidance beliefs at BL were negatively correlated with changes in pain intensity in the shoulders at FU~4--6~. Pain self-efficacy at BL was negatively correlated with changes in pain intensity in the neck at END~12~. Fear-avoidance beliefs at BL were positively correlated with disability at BL, and pain self-efficacy and pain acceptance at BL were negatively correlated with disability at BL ([Table 3](#table3-2050312116668933){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Correlations (Spearman's rho) between pain intensity in the neck and shoulders and psychological variables at baseline (BL) together with correlations of changes for these variables from BL to follow-up after 4--6 months (FU~4--6~) and correlations of changes for these variables from BL to end of the intervention after 1 year (END~12~).

![](10.1177_2050312116668933-table2)

  Psychological factors BL   Pain in the neck   Pain in the shoulders                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  -------------------------- ------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------- ------ ---- ------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------- ------ ---- ------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------- ------ ----
  Anxiety                    −0.08              0.57                                                          55   −0.25   0.11   42   −0.16   0.35                                                          37   0.16    0.26   55   −0.18   0.22                                                          42   −0.26   0.13   37
  Depression                 −0.05              0.74                                                          56   −0.19   0.22   43   0.10    0.57                                                          38   0.14    0.29   55   −0.19   0.22                                                          43   −0.11   0.95   38
  Pain catastrophizing       0.17               0.23                                                          54   −0.15   0.36   41   −0.06   0.72                                                          36   0.02    0.88   54   −0.20   0.21                                                          41   −0.06   0.73   36
  Fear avoidance             0.10               0.45                                                          56   −0.24   0.12   43   −0.21   0.21                                                          38   0.04    0.75   56   −0.33   0.029[\*](#table-fn3-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   43   −0.29   0.08   38
  General self-efficacy      −0.09              0.52                                                          55   0.10    0.54   42   0.14    0.40                                                          37   0.12    0.37   55   0.21    0.18                                                          42   0.19    0.27   37
  Pain self-efficacy         −0.25              0.06                                                          56   −0.10   0.54   43   −0.38   0.019[\*](#table-fn3-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   38   −0.10   0.45   56   0.10    0.51                                                          43   −0.20   0.23   38
  Pain acceptance            −0.30              0.033[\*](#table-fn3-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   52   −0.05   0.74   40   −0.09   0.62                                                          35   −0.14   0.32   52   0.14    0.40                                                          40   −0.00   0.99   35

A significant correlation.

###### 

Correlations (Spearman's rho) between disability and psychological factors at baseline (BL), correlations between psychological variables at BL and changes in disability from BL to follow-up after 4--6 months (FU~4--6~), and correlations between psychological variables at BL and changes in disability from BL to end of the intervention after 1 year (END~12~).

![](10.1177_2050312116668933-table3)

  Psychological factors BL   Disability                                                                                                         
  -------------------------- ------------ ------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------- ------ ---- ------- ------ ----
  Anxiety                    0.08         0.55                                                          54   −0.08   0.62   41   −0.22   0.20   35
  Depression                 0.12         0.37                                                          55   −0.20   0.21   42   −0.12   0.48   36
  Pain catastrophizing       0.20         0.16                                                          53   −0.04   0.82   41   0.17    0.35   34
  Fear avoidance             0.39         0.003[\*](#table-fn4-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   55   0.03    0.84   42   −0.16   0.34   36
  General self-efficacy      0.04         0.78                                                          54   −0.11   0.49   41   −0.02   0.90   35
  Pain self-efficacy         −0.39        0.003[\*](#table-fn4-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   55   −0.06   0.71   42   −0.30   0.08   36
  Pain acceptance            −0.46        0.001[\*](#table-fn4-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   51   −0.06   0.71   40   −0.20   0.27   33

A significant correlation.

### Associations of changes in psychological variables and changes in pain intensity and disability {#section21-2050312116668933}

Changes in depression symptoms were positively correlated with changes in pain intensity in the neck (rho = 0.39, p = 0.009) at FU~4--6~ (data not in table). In addition, changes in depression symptoms were positively correlated with changes in pain intensity in the neck (rho = 0.47, p = 0.003,) and shoulders (rho = 0.60, p \< 0.001) at END~12~. Changes in depression symptoms (rho = 0.43, p = 0.008) and changes in pain self-efficacy (rho = 0.39, p = 0.019) were positively correlated with changes in disability at END~12~.

Regression analyses {#section22-2050312116668933}
-------------------

### Multivariable bivariate linear regression analyses on psychological variables and changes in disability and on changes in psychological variables and changes in disability {#section23-2050312116668933}

BL scores on fear-avoidance beliefs, pain self-efficacy, and pain acceptance significantly influenced disability at BL ([Table 4](#table4-2050312116668933){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, BL scores on pain self-efficacy significantly influenced changes in disability at END~12~.

###### 

Linear regression analyses of disability measured by the Neck Disability Index at baseline (BL), of changes in disability from BL to follow-up after 4--6 months (FU~4--6~) and of changes in disability from BL to end of the intervention after 1 year (END~12~) as dependent variables and the psychological factors at BL as separate independent variables.

![](10.1177_2050312116668933-table4)

  Psychological factors BL   Disability BL   Changes in disability BL − FU~4--6~   Changes in disability BL − END~12~                                                                                        
  -------------------------- --------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------- --------------- ------ -------- ---------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
  Anxiety                    0.036           −0.454; 0.527                         0.88                                                            0.024    −0.425; 0.474   0.91   −0.156   −0.636; 0.324    0.51
  Depression                 0.297           −0.234; 0.791                         0.28                                                            −0.298   −0.866; 0.271   0.30   −0.197   −0.876; 0.481    0.56
  Pain catastrophizing       0.141           −0.078; 0.359                         0.20                                                            −0.010   −0.219; 0.199   0.92   0.147    −0.112; 0.405    0.26
  Fear avoidance             0.232           0.102; 0.363                          0.001[\*](#table-fn6-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}     0.047    −0.087; 0.181   0.48   0.002    −0.182; 0.185    0.98
  General self-efficacy      −0.014          −0.302; 0.274                         0.92                                                            −0.015   −0.340; 0.390   0.92   0.051    −0.323; 0.424    0.78
  Pain self-efficacy         −0.307          −0.441; −0.172                        \<0.001[\*](#table-fn6-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.044   −0.202; 0.113   0.57   −0.268   −0.482; −0.053   0.016[\*](#table-fn6-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Pain acceptance            −0.218          −0.323; −0.114                        \<0.001[\*](#table-fn6-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.005   −0.114; 0.105   0.93   −0.071   −0.210; 0.067    0.30

Unadjusted data.

Significance.

Changes in fear-avoidance beliefs scores at FU~4--6~ as well as at END~12~ significantly influenced changes in disability at the corresponding times ([Table 5](#table5-2050312116668933){ref-type="table"}). In addition, changes in pain self-efficacy significantly influenced changes in disability at END~12~.

###### 

Linear regression analyses of changes in disability measured by the Neck Disability Index from baseline (BL) to follow-up after 4--6 months (FU~4--6~) and of changes in disability from BL to end of the intervention after 1 year (END~12~) as dependent variables and changes in the psychological variables for corresponding periods as separate independent variables.

![](10.1177_2050312116668933-table5)

  Changes in psychological factors BL − FU~4--6~   Changes in disability BL − FU~4--6~   Changes in psychological factors BL − END~12~   Changes in disability BL − END~12~                                                                            
  ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------- --------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
  Anxiety                                          0.422                                 −0.170; 1.015                                   0.16                                                          Anxiety                 0.371   −0.267; 1.010   0.25
  Depression                                       0.056                                 −0.630; 0.743                                   0.89                                                          Depression              0.885   0.207; 1.563    0.012[\*](#table-fn8-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Pain catastrophizing                             0.111                                 −0.147; 0.369                                   0.39                                                          Pain catastrophizing    0.227   −0.074; 0.528   0.13
  Fear avoidance                                   0.285                                 0.084; 0.486                                    0.007[\*](#table-fn8-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}   Fear avoidance          0.200   0.000; 0.401    0.05
  General self-efficacy                            −0.086                                −0.541; 0.368                                   0.70                                                          General self-efficacy   0.010   −0.440; 0.460   0.96
  Pain self-efficacy                               0.156                                 −0.038; 0.350                                   0.11                                                          Pain self-efficacy      0.236   0.018; 0.454    0.035[\*](#table-fn8-2050312116668933){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Pain acceptance                                  0.009                                 −0.146; 0.164                                   0.91                                                          Pain acceptance         0.073   −0.049; 0.196   0.23

Unadjusted data.

Significance.

### Multivariate regression analyses {#section24-2050312116668933}

It was not possible to significantly regress the changes in pain intensities using BL variables.

PLSR was used to investigate which BL variables best predicted changes in disability at FU~4--6~ and END~12~. The regression of changes in disability (data not in table) at END~12~ (R^2^ = 0.24, Q^2^ = 0.09) revealed that the following BL variables were significant regressors: pain self-efficacy (VIP = 2.09 (−) and disability (VIP = 1.72 (+)). Hence, low-pain self-efficacy and high disability at BL were associated with positive changes in disability at END~12~. It was not possible to significantly regress the changes in disability at FU~4--6~.

Differences in pain intensity, disability, and psychological variables within the two subgroups at BL {#section25-2050312116668933}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Subjects who discontinued versus subjects who remained in the trial {#section26-2050312116668933}

BL values of disability (p = 0.037) and fear-avoidance beliefs (p = 0.048) were higher among the subjects who discontinued the trial within 4--6 months. In the discontinued group, the median (25th--75th percentiles) value for disability was 17 (13--22) and the median value for fear-avoidance beliefs was 24 (21--31). Among the subjects who remained in the trial, the median values for disability and fear avoidance were 13 (10--17) and 19 (11--28), respectively.

### Completers versus non-completers {#section27-2050312116668933}

BL values of pain acceptance were higher (p = 0.018) among those who had completed the training until END~12~ (pain acceptance median: 81; 25th--75th percentiles: 72--92), compared to the respective values of the non-completers (67; 58--84).

Discussion {#section28-2050312116668933}
==========

The hypotheses of this study could in part be confirmed. There were associations between some of the psychological factors and the effects of the exercise intervention on pain intensity and disability in women with chronic neck and shoulder pain. In addition, we found a few differences in psychological factors between (a) subjects who remained in, and those subjects who discontinued the trial before end of the intervention, and (b) subjects who adhered to recommended physical exercise, and those subjects who did not. Low fear-avoidance beliefs and low-pain self-efficacy at BL showed more apparent associations to positive effects of the exercise intervention than did the other psychological factors measured. In the subgroup analyses, higher fear-avoidance beliefs at BL differentiated the subjects who dropped out of the trial from those subjects who continued. Higher pain acceptance at BL was found for subjects who were defined as completers at the end of the trial.

Fear avoidance {#section29-2050312116668933}
--------------

This study found associations between low fear-avoidance beliefs at BL and a decrease in shoulder pain after 4--6 months of exercise. Furthermore, this study found that a decrease in fear-avoidance beliefs after exercise was associated with a decrease in disability. These results could reflect a behaviour related to the concept of low fear avoidance that is characterized by confrontation, which might have facilitated improvement in pain and disability. The present findings imply that lower fear-avoidance beliefs are advantageous for a positive outcome of a home-based exercise intervention, which is in line with the fear-avoidance model.^[@bibr13-2050312116668933],[@bibr14-2050312116668933]^ Namely, the fear-avoidance model consists of two parts, one with negative consequences and the other with positive consequences. In the negative part, a pain experience is followed by catastrophizing, which in turn leads to avoidance and more pain and disability. In the positive part, a pain experience is followed by no fear, which in turn leads to confrontation and a possibility to recovery. High levels of fear avoidance have earlier been associated with more disability, more pain, and poorer prognosis of chronic pain conditions.^[@bibr58-2050312116668933][@bibr59-2050312116668933]--[@bibr60-2050312116668933]^ However, the clinical importance of fear avoidance and its role for prognosis and treatment outcome in chronic pain is still not conclusive.^[@bibr61-2050312116668933][@bibr62-2050312116668933][@bibr63-2050312116668933][@bibr64-2050312116668933]--[@bibr65-2050312116668933]^

Another finding in this study was a decrease in fear-avoidance beliefs after the exercise intervention although the intervention did not directly target the psychological factors. Similar results of a decrease in fear-avoidance beliefs as a result of physical-exercise-based interventions have been reported earlier,^[@bibr66-2050312116668933],[@bibr67-2050312116668933]^ and also for workplace exercise in subjects reporting pain in the neck and shoulders.^[@bibr68-2050312116668933]^ Altogether, these findings indicate that a specific treatment with the explicit purpose to reduce fear avoidance is not always required. Instead, physical exercise interventions per se might lead to a change in fear avoidance. This possibility is interesting, as high fear-avoidance beliefs may influence disability.^[@bibr12-2050312116668933],[@bibr69-2050312116668933]^ Considering that it is still unclear why physical exercise is beneficial for chronic pain,^[@bibr70-2050312116668933],[@bibr71-2050312116668933]^ it is possible to speculate that one part of the explanation might be a decrease in fear-avoidance beliefs.

Participants in this study who discontinued the trial before FU~4--6~ had higher fear-avoidance beliefs at BL compared to those who continued in the trial. Previous research has shown that high fear-avoidance beliefs in the presence of pain impair the ability to perform physical activities,^[@bibr72-2050312116668933],[@bibr73-2050312116668933]^ which also is in line with the results of this study and with the theoretical concept of fear avoidance.^[@bibr13-2050312116668933],[@bibr14-2050312116668933]^ Our results further strengthen the relevance of fear-avoidance beliefs for the outcome of exercise as treatment. This understanding may indicate that individuals with high fear-avoidance beliefs do not benefit from home-based exercise interventions, but instead require an exercise intervention with another design.

The fear-avoidance model assumes that avoidance is preceded by catastrophizing and fear.^[@bibr13-2050312116668933],[@bibr14-2050312116668933],[@bibr64-2050312116668933]^ Catastrophizing has been seen as a psychological factor that affects chronic pain conditions regarding severity of pain and disability.^[@bibr11-2050312116668933],[@bibr74-2050312116668933],[@bibr75-2050312116668933]^ However, reviews of previous research indicate also that there are in part conflicting evidence about the association between catastrophizing and pain and disability, and that the level of catastrophizing might influence the association.^[@bibr74-2050312116668933],[@bibr76-2050312116668933]^ The latter view is in line with the results of this study: the levels of catastrophizing were rather low, and no associations were found between catastrophizing and the outcome of the exercise intervention. In addition, the fear-avoidance model has been criticized because it assumes a stepwise reasoning on catastrophizing (fear) exists before the avoidance behaviour is exhibited.^[@bibr64-2050312116668933],[@bibr65-2050312116668933]^ The results of our study strengthen the arguments of the fear-avoidance model as a multidimensional model in which avoidance of activities can be present without excessive catastrophizing.^[@bibr64-2050312116668933],[@bibr65-2050312116668933]^

Pain self-efficacy {#section30-2050312116668933}
------------------

In this study, we found associations between low-pain self-efficacy at BL and positive changes in pain intensity and disability at the end of the trial, and we also found associations between high pain-self-efficacy at BL and low disability at BL. Several previous studies have addressed relations between pain self-efficacy and pain or disability at defined time point(s),^[@bibr77-2050312116668933]^ and other aspects of self-efficacy such as exercise self-efficacy related to adherence to exercise in subjects with neck and shoulder pain have also been studied earlier.^[@bibr78-2050312116668933],[@bibr79-2050312116668933]^ High self-efficacy has often been considered to be associated with low pain intensity and disability,^[@bibr6-2050312116668933],[@bibr77-2050312116668933]^ which is in line with our measures on self-efficacy and disability at BL. However, associations between BL pain self-efficacy and changes in pain intensity and disability as a result of a specific treatment, as in our study, are rarely investigated.^[@bibr77-2050312116668933]^ That makes our results of the negative association between pain self-efficacy at BL and improvements in pain intensity and disability at the end of the trial particularly interesting. A possible explanation of this result is that the well-defined, structured, and professionally supported exercise intervention might have served as an effective support for the subjects to perform the exercise intervention. Thus, the design of the physical exercise intervention might have compensated for uncertainty about the subjects' own ability to perform desired actions in spite of pain (i.e. the ability to perform the physical exercise in spite of pain). That is, the subjects with lower pain self-efficacy at BL benefited as well from the structured home-based exercise intervention. In addition, this study found that pain self-efficacy increased during the exercise intervention period. Furthermore, the increase in pain self-efficacy was found to be associated with a decrease in disability at the end of the trial. These results are in line with the theoretical assumptions of pain self-efficacy,^[@bibr6-2050312116668933],[@bibr15-2050312116668933],[@bibr17-2050312116668933]^ previous research,^[@bibr80-2050312116668933],[@bibr81-2050312116668933]^ and the arguments presented earlier in this study about the effects of a structured, long-term home-based intervention that reduce uncertainty of performance in the presence of pain.

Pain acceptance {#section31-2050312116668933}
---------------

In this study, subjects who were defined as completers at the end of the trial had higher pain acceptance at BL compared to those who were defined as non-completers at the end of the trial. The higher initial pain acceptance among the end-completers implies that higher acceptance of the pain is beneficial for long-term adherence to a home-based exercise intervention. This result can be well understood in view of the theoretical explanation of pain acceptance, which basically is about not struggling to get rid of the pain, but instead focusing on behaviours that lead to desired goals for daily living.^[@bibr18-2050312116668933],[@bibr19-2050312116668933]^ Thus, higher pain acceptance improves the likelihood that a patient will adhere to prescribed exercises. Adherence to prescribed exercise is one crucial factor when applying exercise as treatment in chronic pain conditions. The results of this study indicate that it might be valuable to address pain acceptance to enhance adherence to home-based exercise.

General considerations {#section32-2050312116668933}
----------------------

The above results were found although the subjects only had modest impairments with respect to the psychological factors measured. In addition, improvements were found for all outcomes (psychological factors, pain intensity, and disability) after 1 year of physical exercise. However, the associations between the psychological factors and the effects of physical exercise were rather small. It is noteworthy that catastrophizing at BL was not associated with either pain intensity or disability at BL or the outcomes of the exercise intervention.

Limitations {#section33-2050312116668933}
-----------

A major limitation in this study is its small sample size and this might have influenced the results and at the minimum make the results less interpretable. Low adherence to the exercise intervention is also a troublesome aspect; that is, the number of subjects who discontinued (n = 16) or were defined as non-completers (n = 8) at the end of the trial was rather high. In addition, the subjects were all women, so it remains open whether men would show similar characteristics.

Conclusion and clinical implications {#section34-2050312116668933}
====================================

Low fear-avoidance beliefs and low-pain self-efficacy at BL showed associations with positive effects of the physical exercise intervention. The overall results of this study indicate that there are associations between psychological factors and the effects of exercise as treatment, even in populations with generally modest impairments regarding psychological factors. Clinical implications of the results of this study are that fear-avoidance beliefs and pain self-efficacy should be taken into consideration when implementing a home-based physical exercise as treatment for chronic neck pain. In addition, awareness of pain acceptance might be valuable for adherence to prescribed exercise.
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